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LINKS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
Daily Blog Updates 
Racecards & Ratings 
App For iOS 
App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 
Bet World Reviews 
ZapTips 

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube

GOOD MORNING! 
Today’s free tips are courtesy of Lucky 
7 Naps, Yard Info and Bets of The Day.


Yours In Sport,


BetFan.com 
ZapTips.co.uk 

CLICK HERE!

TODAY’S SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
1 - Win Bet - 14:30 Southwell - Banjo Girl @ 3/1 

2 - Win Bet - 14:20 Fakenham - Holbrook Park @ 11/8 

3 - Win Bet - 13:40 Lingfield (A.W) - Gorgeous Noora @ 11/4  
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What Sauce Do You Have On A Bacon Sarnie? - By Eddie 
Lloyd


Having spent the last 10 years living up North in Leeds, I’ve come to learn that brown 
sauce is the only acceptable condiment to have with your bacon sarnie or chip butty. 
Anywhere, South of the Watford Gap and you’re onto red sauce with no exception. 
Now bear with me as I’m not here to talk about what sauce goes with what but there 
is a logic behind this!


I personally love a bit of red sauce with my bacon and two slices of really cheap, 
white bread, covered in butter. Who wouldn’t? The problem is, I get ridiculed by the 
wife and the rest of her family! Southern Fairy and all of that jazz! So what do I do? I 
have a hidden bottle at the back of the cupboard that only comes out when I’m eating 
alone in an empty house. My secret fetish, if you will! When everyone else is about I 
put that spicy brown sh*t on my sarnie and grin and bear it. I should man up I guess!


Anyway, the above completely random and almost crazy fact about my life got me 
thinking about betting.


If we don’t like something about a service, tipster or even a bookmaker do we 
continue to use them? No way do we. If I’m trialling a tipster and they show poor form 
over a period of three months, then they get binned. I don’t carry on using them.


Of course, we need to try before we buy when using any service or tipster and this 
can be done by looking at the proofing. By examining their past results we can see if 
they would suit our personal style of betting.


Can you cope with long losing runs? 


Do you prefer backing favourites and keeping a high strike rate? 


Have they made a profit every month or can you cope with a few losing months but 
make money over a longer period?


You need to ask yourself these questions when signing up for tipsters and services. 
That’s what the proofing is there for.


If you know beforehand that you don’t like brown sauce then you wouldn’t put it on 
your bacon sarnie, would you?


You can check out all of our proofing pages on the link below...


Click Here For The BetFan Proofing Pages 
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We Need Them And of Course They Need Us... 
Bookmakers of Course! - By High Roller Racing


This year has been a very testing time for me with Bookmakers and I will explain more 
shortly but we all need Bookies and they need to in turn treat us properly... with 
decency, respect and just be fair. That's all most of us ask.


We need to also be very careful with whom we bet and spread our bets around if 
possible. You see at the end of the day the bookies accept bets but moan and groan 
if a customer backs too many winning bets but there is nothing in the rules to say... "if 
you win we may close, refuse your bets or limit your bets".


I have accounts with 17 bookmakers and at the start of this year I had 20 bookmaker 
accounts. Three bookies have this year closed my accounts because I was winning 
on a regular basis from them. Unfortunately I cannot disclose the names of these 
bookies but I will explain what happened. Let's call them Bookie A, B, C.


Bookie A I opened my account in January and I placed a £50 each way bet at 5/1 
which won returning £400 and making a profit of £300. As a new customer I placed a 
free £30 introductory bet which lost. My next bet with bookie A was two weeks later 
when I had £650 win at 8/13 which won returning a clear profit of £400. The problem 
then started as I asked for £700 at 4/7… bookie A refused the bet but offered to take 
£70 from me at 4/7... I declined the bet. Two weeks later I asked for £300 at 4/6 which 
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they offered to take £60 at 4/6... I declined. The staff at bookie A said it was a traders 
decision but these are bookmakers listed alongside others on Oddschecker... I 
couldn't believe it. I suggested to their customer services perhaps I ought to close the 
account… to my amazement they said "fine" and closed it instantly.


Bookie B I opened my account just before Christmas last year and my first bet of 
£1,000 at 5/4 won being heavily gambled into 1-2 on. It won and then a few weeks 
later I asked Bookie B for £7,000 to win at odds of 1/7… guess what? They turned the 
bet down with no offer of a reduced stake. My next attempt was £300 each way at 6/1 
when they offered me £10 each way at 6/1... wow... I refused that bet. I then asked for 
£3,300 at 4/11... refused point blank... "sorry sir traders do not wish to accept this 
bet"... I closed this account and did not give them any options.


The biscuit came with Bookie C... I have had this account for a number of years but in 
the last 18 months things have been going well. I tried a few bets with them which 
were halved or even offered to accept at a lower price... all efforts to get me to NOT 
bet with Bookie C! The final straw for me came this last week when a horse I was 
interested in I had backed elsewhere £300 each way at 9/2 best odds guaranteed... 
bookie C offered EVENS for a place so the £500 place only bet was accepted. Then 
the operator got my £500 deposit approved at the bank before telling me the the 
traders would only accept £250 and they said they were concerned about my level of 
gambling!!! 


What they should have said was they were concerned about my level of winning. They 
put a person on asking if I had a problem with gambling AND would not take any 
notice of my telling them I do this professionally for a living. The questions continued, 
continued and continued… I asked "Do you want me to close my account?” The 
operator said "hold on sir I will put you through to that department.” I think this was a 
designed effort on Bookie C to get my account closed... at all costs. So beware 
everyone the bookies are fantastic when you are losing… but start winning and they 
do not like it one little bit!


My service High Roller Racing is still in good form and you can join us free of charge. 
You only pay for winning tips and my members who back at £100 per point are almost 
£4,000 up this month. SPECIAL OFFER... for all customers both New and Old... pay 
£10 for a winning tip until the end of November... usually £20 per winner. Come and 
try a WINNING SERVICE!


My service is FREE TO JOIN and no upfront payments. Just pay when you win only.


For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE! 

CLICK HERE TO JOIN HIGH ROLLERS 
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English Teams To Have A Good Champions League 
Night - By Rick Elliott


At the height of the summer Sevilla is a red hot town and a red hot Liverpool can 
return from the city in southern Spain with three points after tonight’s Champions 
League group fixture. Liverpool are bang in form and have scored at least three times 
in all but one of their last six fixtures in all competitions. The win might not be so 
decisive but LIVERPOOL are good things at 13/8 with William Hill to beat Sevilla.


Tottenham score lots of goals but recently they have lost to nil to Manchester United 
and Arsenal. Despite resting several England players during the international break 
they were very much second best in the London derby. The fixture away to Dortmund 
in the Champions League has goals written all over it and both sides have found the 
net in 11 of Dortmund’s last 13 fixtures so BTTS is the bet at 5/ 9 with Sun Bets.   


You can’t oppose Manchester City in any match and there has been some betting 
support on them to not lose in the Premier League this season. They are already in the 
knockout stages of the Champions League and can beat Feyenoord at home to 
maintain a perfect record. The visitors don’t keep clean sheets and City score for fun 
so CITY -2 goals is a decent bet at 11/10 with Ladbrokes. 


If you really want some fun the three outcomes equate to an 8/1 treble at best odds. 
Each fixture starts at 7.45pm and by then you could have boosted your betting bank 
with a nice win on the horses. 


There are three meetings today and total prize money is £123,000 which averages out 
at about £6,000 for each race. Lingfield are racing on the All Weather again and a 
winner is a winner regardless of the surface.  


Middle Kingdom Can Win The 2.10pm Race 
It seems that the same horses contest trappy handicaps on the track every day and 
they take it in turns to win a race. Off top weight Middle Kingdom can win the 2.10pm 
race. The horse keeps on improving and can progress again today in this race that 
looks competitive. However, there could be a blot on the handicap so the banker bet 
is MIDDLE KINGDOM to win the contest at 11/8 with Betfair.
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


The racing has been a bit lack lustre this week so I thought we would just jump 
straight in with the horses in focus for today…


CHECK OUT THIS RED HOT DEAL… 

CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 


TODAY’S HORSES IN FOCUS 


Fakenham 12:50 Handicap Hurdle (Class 5) 20f - Philip Kirby runs two in this the first 
NAUTICAL NITWIT has seen a huge amount of progression of the last couple of years 
and has now developed into a serious type of horse. However I think Nautical prefers 
a more galloping track and Fakenham being tight may not suit at the price. I would 
chance the stables other horse MINSTREL ROYAL who is a horse for the note book 
this year I think this horse has the capability to improve all year no matter what 
happens today 8/1 in places he looks worth the risk but maybe backing the rev 
forecast with both of these could be the answer. 


Lingfield 12:40 Stakes (Class 5) 8f - There is another horse for the note book here and 
that is SWEET CHARITY this is a nice 2 yo filly and although she probably wants 
backing e/w today at 16/1 or bigger. She looks a really nice type and looks strong and 
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ready to race I can see her landing a little race somewhere connections are hoping for 
a big run today but they think she is a filly with a future on what they have seen so far. 


Lingfield 1:10 Handicap (Class 6) 16f - I’m going to give a decent chance to BUMBLE 
BAY 16/1 in the hope the first time blinkers can help the horse concentrate and bring 
out enough improvement to gain a win. His last few runs should put him in the mix 
and has a couple of ratings that could see him win if putting his best hoof forward but 
I do quite like this one today. Especially at a working man’s price. 


Lingfield 1:40 Handicap (Class 4) 6f - MEDICI BANCHIERE 11/1 looks a bit of value 
and is one of the top rated on the speed figures. He has run in some very nice races 
and connections feel he will take to the surface really well. Despite the horse only 
winning one race I think this is the easiest race yet and I can see him running a big 
one.


ANOTHER HORSE TO FOLLOW…  

•	 Captain Mcgarry (IRE) 

•	 Age: 5 (Foaled May 22nd, 2012) 

•	 Sex: Bay Gelding 

•	 Breeding: Oscar (IRE) - Garryduff Princess (Husyan (USA)) 

•	 Trainer: G McPherson 

• 	 Owner: Fowke Hirst Meek & Sinclair 


Graeme McPherson is not a trainer known for too many bumper winners and certainly 
not first time out but there was so much to like about this 5 yo son of OSCAR he 
looks really good and moves very well. The fact that Captain McGarry was able to win 
at Kempton on debut bodes extremely well for his future. 


Now don’t get me wrong it probably wasn’t the top end of the scale as far as 
Kempton bumpers go but it was a very taking performance and the runner up that day 
contested a weaker race at Southwell and hacked up by 26 lengths. So at least that 
gives the form a solid look to it. 


CAPTAIN MCGARRY was up with the pace all the way around and when he was given 
more reign turning in strode on with gusto and was clearly doing his best work at the 
finish. I think the horse had loads left in the tank. 


He’s a really exciting animal for a small stable and the sky really is the limit for this 
horse. A really decent honest individual he is already becoming a favourite with the 
team. He was ridden close to the pace and, having been allowed to stride on as the 
field turned in, he was doing his best work in the closing stages, appearing to cross 
the line with plenty left in the tank. 
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I think the plan is to step him up to 2 and a half miles once they send him hurdling. He 
will certainly need at least that on breeding but it was the manor of that victory that 
showed he has stamina to burn. 


Well that’s it for us today it has been such a busy week I will bring you the rest of our 
jumpers to follow next week but right now I am time sensitive as I need to get to the 
gallops as a horse I’ve been looking at is going to be working in the 3rd lot more on 
that one too next week. 


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 


This Weeks Golf Tournaments - By Bet Fairway


Well the European Tour season finished in style in Dubai on Sunday and it starts again 
errr this week with the Hong Kong Open. Not one of the longer breaks is it.


The Hong Kong open though is a brilliant Tournament to start the new season with 
but I can't help feeling that the favourites here Rose, Garcia, Fitzpatrick and 
Fleetwood will be knackered from their Dubai exertions and must all be opposed this 
week.


Golf is a tough sport physically but also can be mentally draining and Rose and 
Fleetwood will have used up a lot of adrenalin last weekend as they fought for the 
Season Champion.


Fleetwood prevailed largely because Rose blew it when leading and I'm sure neither 
wants to be here. This is a tricky course and it suits players who can plot their way 
round. It certainly is not a big hitters track.


Haotong Li looks well overpriced at 40/1 with Stan James and I expect this talented 
straight hitter to have a big week.


HONG KONG OPEN  

EACH WAY - HAOTONG LI - 40/1 STANJAMES 

CLICK HERE TO JOIN BET FAIRWAY 
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